Healthfinder

This website, aimed more towards patients and their families rather than health professionals, was initially produced by the US Department of Health and Human Services, and is maintained by the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion. There is a really useful A-Z of around 1600 health topics, with information from reputable sources such as the American Academy of Family Physicians and the American Nurses Association. The site is also searchable.

Metvuw

Keep up to date with weather forecasts, and see fantastic photos of New Zealand weather and its consequences with this site. It’s really useful for those who love the great outdoors, or those who just love weather. There are links to satellite images, forecast charts and ocean forecasts, along with other weather-related information. The site is maintained by Dr James McGregor, Senior Lecturer at the School of Geography, Environment and Earth Sciences at Victoria University of Wellington.

Library Hours

Saturday 3rd November 2012 – Friday 14th December 2012
Monday – Thursday...................................................................... 8.30am-6.00pm
Friday.......................................................................................... 8.30am-5.00pm
Saturday....................................................................................... 1.00pm-5.00pm
Sunday.......................................................................................... Closed

Exception
Friday 16th November (Show Day).............................................. Closed
1. ACCIDENTAL FALLS

2. ACCIDENTAL FALLS - prevention & control

3. ACETAMINOPHEN

4. ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING

5. ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME

6. ADVANCED NURSING PRACTICE

7. AGED
   Enhancing care of older adults in the emergency department. [Shapiro SE, Clevenger CK, Evans DD]. Advanced Emergency Nursing Journal 2012 July-September; 34(3):197-203. (refs)

8. ANALGESICS, OPIOID - adverse effects

9. ATTITUDE TO DEATH

10. BIOLOGICAL MARKERS

11. BRAIN INJURIES
12. BULLYING

13. BULLYING

14. CARDIAC REHABILITATION - methods

15. CAREER PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

16. CATHETERIZATION, PERIPHERAL

17. CHEMOTHERAPY, CANCER - adverse effects

18. CHRONIC DISEASE

19. CHRONIC DISEASE

20. CLINICAL COMPETENCE

21. COMMUNICATION
   Patient’s perception of quality patient-provider communication. [Salt E, Rowles GD, Reed DB]. Orthopaedic Nursing 2012 May-June; 31(3):169-76. (refs)

22. CONSENT

23. CONTRACEPTION
   Contraception for women over 40. [Kelsey B]. Nurse Practitioner 2012 June; 37(6):40-45. (43 refs)

24. DECISION MAKING

25. DIABETES MELLITUS, TYPE 2

26. DIARRHEA
   Acute infectious diarrhea. [Blush III RR, Matzo M]. American Journal of Nursing 2012 August; 112(8):65-68. (21 refs)
27. DRUG ADMINISTRATION

28. DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS

29. EATING BEHAVIOR - education
Children at play: an innovative method for studying and teaching nutritional behaviors. [Lynch M]. Pediatric Nursing 2012 May-June; 38(3):139-43. (refs)

30. ELDER ABUSE

31. FATIGUE

32. GERONTOLOGIC NURSING

33. HEALTH PROMOTION

34. HEART FAILURE

35. HYPOGLYCEMIA

36. IMMUNIZATION

37. INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASES

38. LITERATURE
Practical tips for literature synthesis. [Westlake C]. Clinical Nurse Specialist 2012 September-October; 26(5):244-49. (19 refs)

39. MEDICATION ERRORS

40. MENTORSHIP
41. **MULTIDISCIPLINARY CARE TEAM**
   Interdisciplinary team training: five lessons learned. [Contratti F, Ng G, Deeb J]. American Journal of Nursing 2012 June; 112(6):47-52. (22 refs)

42. **MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS**

43. **NAUSEA - therapy**

44. **NAUSEA AND VOMITING - therapy**

45. **NURSING CARE**

46. **NURSING PRACTICE, EVIDENCE BASED**

47. **NURSING PRACTICE, EVIDENCE-BASED**

48. **ORTHOPAEDIC CARE**
   Best practices in orthopaedic inpatient care. [Esoga PI, Seidl KL]. Orthopaedic Nursing 2012 July-August; 31(4):236-40. (refs)

49. **PAIN**

50. **PAIN - therapy**

51. **PAIN MEASUREMENT**

52. **PATIENT SAFETY - education**
   Current assessment of patient safety education. [Mansour M]. British Journal of Nursing 2012 10 May; 21(9):536-43. (refs)

53. **PERINATAL NURSING**

54. **PERSONNEL RETENTION**
55. PERSONNEL TURNOVER
What are the reasons for high turnover in nursing? A discussion of presumed causal factors and remedies. [Currie EJ, Carr Hill RA]. International Journal of Nursing Studies 2012 September; 49(9):1180-89. (refs)

56. POSTNATAL PERIOD

57. PRESCRIPTIVE AUTHORITY

58. PRESSURE ULCER

59. PRESSURE ULCER

60. PULSE OXIMETRY

61. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

62. RENAL INSUFFICIENCY, CHRONIC

63. SELF CARE

64. SEPSIS

65. SHIFT REPORTS

66. STRESS, OCCUPATIONAL - therapy

67. WORKLOAD

68. WOUND CARE

69. WOUND CARE
Wound exudate—the good, the bad, and the ugly. [Spear M]. Plastic Surgical Nursing 2012 April-June; 32(2):77-79. (refs)

70. WOUND HEALING
NURSING ARTICLES OF INTEREST: REQUEST FORM

Indicate article numbers as required and return to:

Canterbury Medical Library
University of Otago, Christchurch
P O Box 4345
CHRISTCHURCH

In the space below, indicate article numbers which you require from the JUNE-SEPTEMBER 2012 Articles of Interest:

Copies of these articles are all available on request, at a cost of

$3.50 (GST incl) per article for current library members
$4.20 (GST incl) per article for non library members
Plus postage and handling of $2.50 per mail out (for personal external charging)

If you wish to clarify which charge will apply, please contact the library to check whether or not you are enrolled as a current library member. We will, otherwise, simply charge as noted above.

For DHB or UOC Departments:

☐ Account Code to Charge: ____________________________ (please specify)

Photocopied articles, charged to a cost code, will be sent to you in your dept via the internal mail.

For Personal charging

☐ Personal payment- cash – Payment with order or on collection
☐ Personal payment invoice - A minimum charge of $25 plus GST will apply.

Signature: ____________________________

* This request will not be processed if [has not been processed because] you have failed to supply the information required.

Requester’s name: ______________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

If you have any suggestions regarding topics you would like to see in future Articles of Interest please list them.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

June-September 2012